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A decision support framework for identifying novel ideas in New Product Development from cross-

domain analysis 

Monireh Alsadat Mirtalaie, Omar Khadeer Hussain, Elizabeth Chang 

School of Business, University of New South Wales, Canberra, Australia 

Abstract: In current competitive times, product manufacturers are in fierce competition not only to retain their existing 

customer base but also to increase their market share by taking new customers from their competitors. One way by which 

they can achieve this is by generating new ideas and developing novel products with new features. While generating new 

ideas to make novel products, the importance of product designers not just to satisfy the current customer needs with 

minor innovations but also to generate ideas that assist them to capture new customers have been highlighted in the 

literature. However, despite the large number of existing studies that identify novel features in the ideation phase, product 

designers do not have a systematic framework that utilises an extra slice of information relating to products from either 

far-field or related domains; to generate such new ideas in the ideation phase. This paper presents our proposed framework 

FEATURE that provides such a systemic framework to the product designers in the ideation phase of new product 

development. FEATURE has three phases, the first of which identifies and recommends to the product designers with the 

novel features that can be added to the next version of a reference product. In order to incorporate the customer’s voice 

into the ideation phase, the second phase ascertains the popularity of the proposed features by using social media. The third 

phase ranks the proposed features based on the designer’s decision criteria to select those that should be the considered 

further in the next phases of new product development. We explain the importance of each phase of FEATURE and show 

the working of its first module in detail.  
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1- Introduction 

A new product as defined in the glossary of statistical terms is one that differs significantly in their 

characteristics or intended uses from products previously produced by the firm [1]. A more specialised 

definition of a new product as mentioned by Goulding [2] is that which satisfies new needs, desires, 

produces outstanding performance and is a result of imaginative combinations of ideas and needs etc. Thus, 

it can mean either a completely new product or an existing product enhanced with new features. New 

Product Development (NPD) is one of the old fields of research in the literature that focusses on bringing 

a new product to the market. It is a combination of many different inherent and interdependent steps, which 

starts from identifying the product need and ending with the product launch. However, as shown in Figure 

1 between these two steps are various interdependent steps to be completed in order to successfully launch 

a new product in the market. These steps span across various departments of an organisation and will 

                                                           
1 This paper is the extended version of the paper submitted in ICEBE 2016 



involve many stakeholders. Hence, they require the efficient and effective collaboration among all of them 

to reach the end goal of product launch.  

 

 

Our focus in this paper is on the NPD phase of ideation also known as product idea generation. As the name 

states, product designers in this phase form idea that will eventually lead to the launch of a new product. 

Ideation is one of the initial phases of the NPD cycle but also one of the most important ones as it focusses 

on identifying new ideas that can be introduced in the new product when it is launched. This is also 

supported by existing researches who state that innovation can be best managed and developed in the idea 

generation phase of NPD [3]. Nowadays, organisations need to ensure that they not only retain their existing 

customer base but also increase it by taking new customers from their competitors, which can be achieved 

by developing novel products with the different level/s of newness in them. However, in the current product 

proliferation and competitive times, introducing a new product is not an easy job to do. But it is required as 

it will satisfy customers’ ever-growing needs and capture their attention in the short time period, which 

they have especially for products of short shelf life. Goulding [2] classifies newness of products as either 

evolutionary or revolutionary. Evolutionary newness is used to define those products that have changed or 

evolved from their predecessors, however; the level of newness in them is minor. On the other hand, 

revolutionary newness is used to define a completely new product or a new line of product as a result of 

using new technological innovation and concepts. Other researchers have classified newness arising from 

ideation phase either as routine, innovative or creative [4]. Routine refers to keeping the product variables 

Figure 1- General overview of steps of NPD 

 



and their values same in the new product. This is particularly applicable to commodity products that do not 

undergo a change in their design often. Innovative newness refers to scenarios where the product variables 

do not change but their values do. In the creative type of newness, both the product variables and their 

values change.  

Product designers in order to generate new ideas for achieving any type of newness need a systematic 

framework that helps them in the identification process [5]. Furthermore, the new ideas generated should 

not just be demand-driven based; i.e. just to satisfy the present customer needs as they limit the exploration 

capability of the designers and introduce poor-valued products with minor innovations [6]. In other words, 

product designers apart from generating ideas to satisfy the current needs should also generate ideas by 

which they will constantly get new customers apart from retaining their market share. Hence, they need 

novel approaches of ideation that assists them to generate such new ideas. The process of ideation has 

changed over the years from being a close-discussion activity mostly among product designers (ranging 

from brainstorming to a lateral, scenario-based thinking) to a knowledge extraction from data activity with 

the advent of Web 2.0. While these methods have been widely diffused in the industry, they suffer from 

providing low systematic level and generating smaller quantity of ideas [7,8] as they were mainly focused 

on the product designers and/or focus groups to come up with new ideas. However, with the data deluge 

that we currently have, product designers can exploit that by using a data-centric approach to expanding 

the horizon from which they can generate new ideas. In other words, they can now consider data from far-

field products or from products of different domains and use analytics to identify what new ideas from those 

products can be incorporated. This thereby enhances the novelty, variability and also quality of ideas 

generated from the ideation phase.  

While existing approaches in the literature have started to use such data analytics- based approaches, they 

do not address all the required steps needed to have a systemised framework. Our objective in this paper is 

to highlight this gap and propose a systematic data analytics based approach named FEATURE that will 

assist product designers to generate such new ideas in the ideation phase. By considering products from 

related domains in Section 2, we present the motivation for doing this work and the need to address the 

problem. Section 3, reviews the literature relevant to this study. The proposed model, FEATURE, is 

introduced in Section 4. Section 5 details on the first module of FEATURE. The performance of first 

module of the proposed model is tested and evaluated during Section 6 & 7. We conclude the paper in 

Section 8 by reviewing the model, its contribution and the future work.  

2- Motivation 

Before discussing the motivation of doing this work, we first define some key terms. 



Reference Product (RP): A reference product is that product in which designers are looking for new ideas 

in the ideation phase to improve it in its next iteration. An example of reference product is a mobile phone.    

Feature (F): A feature is a product’s part by which it provides functionality to the users. For example, if 

we consider mobile phone as our reference product it provides functionalities such as photo-taking ability, 

playing music & video clips or connecting to the internet. These functionalities are delivered through 

features such as camera, display and Wi-Fi built-in modem as shown in Table 1.   

Attribute (A): Each feature of a product has its own specifications, which describes its functionalities in 

more detail. These specifications are termed as the feature’s attributes. For example, as shown in Table 1, 

the specifications of a mobile phone’s (RP) camera (F) are described by its resolution, flash and special 

effects etc., which are its attributes.  

Value (V): Value shows the quantified representation of a product’s attributes in either numbers or text. For 

example, the resolution (A) of a mobile phone’s (RP) camera (F) is 8MP (value).    

Table 1- Example of features, attributes, and their values for a reference product 

Reference Product Feature Attribute Value  

Mobile Phone 

 

Display 

Type LED-backlit 

Size 4.0 inches 

Resolution 640 x 1136 pixels 

Multi-touch Yes 

Camera 

Resolution 8MP 

Video 720p@30fps  

Flash Yes 

 

Every product will have its own features, attributes, and their values. When new ideas are generated during 

the ideation phase, we categorise them into one of three types depending on the newness is there. They are 

as follows: 

(a) Concept Drift: In this type of ideation, the features and/or attributes in the new product are the 

same as that of the previous or old product but their values change. For example, Table 1 shows a mobile 

phone (reference product) with the camera resolution of 8MP. In the newer version of the product, this 

value may change (mostly upwards) as shown in Table 2 thereby giving the customers with the new option 

of taking photos in higher quality. We term such level of newness as concept drift [9].  

mailto:1080p@30fps, 


Table 2- Example of concept drift 

Feature Attribute Value  

Camera 

Resolution 12MP 

Video 1080p@30fps  

Flash Yes 

 

In the literature, such type of newness is defined as changes in outputs with or without changes in inputs 

[10,11]. In other words, concept drift is just the evolution of product features values over a period of time 

and hence the newness in them is evolutionary. For example in concept drift, two monitors have the same 

specifications except for their display size, which has been evolved from 15 to 17 inches as shown in Figure 

2. In other words, comparing the old and new version of a product may reveal that both have the same set 

of features with slightly different values (changes in input) and consequently have different levels of 

performance but no changes can be noticed in product’s function (stable output) [9].  

 

 

(b) Feature Drift: In this type of ideation, the values of features and/or attributes in the next product’s 

version may change as it happens in concept drift but apart from that, either new features and/or attributes 

will be added too. An example of feature drift when the reference product is a digital camera can be 

introducing the photo-printing capability to it as a new feature in its next iteration as shown in Figure 3. 

This will result in having the next generation of the digital camera that contains a novel feature of printing 

photos apart from just taking them, as was the case in the digital camera’s previous version (Table 3). In 

other words, this type of ideation leads to the addition of a new feature to the product apart from the existing 

ones. The addition need not necessarily be at the product’s feature level but can also be at its attributes. For 

instance, if we consider a mobile phone represented in Table 1 as our reference product, then the addition 

of a new attribute such as panorama technology to the existing attributes of its camera (F) as shown in Table 

Figure 2 - Evolutionary product (Concept Drift) 
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4, will lead to a new version of the product where professional photography capabilities are added to the 

product’s old version. 

 

 

Table 3- New features being added by feature drift to a digital camera 

Old Version of Digital Camera New Version of Digital Camera 

Features Attribute Value  Features Attribute Value  

Sensor Resolution 36.3MP Sensor Resolution 36.3MP 

Display Size 3.2 inches Display Size 3.2 inches 

Flash 
Red eye 

reduction 
Yes Flash 

Red eye 

reduction 
Yes 

   Photo Printing  - Yes 

 

Table 4- New attributes being added by feature drift to a mobile phone 

Feature Attribute Value  

 

Display 

Type LED-backlit 

Size 4.0 inches 

Resolution 640 x 1136 pixels 

Multi-touch Yes 

Camera 

Resolution 8MP 

Video 720p@30fps  

Flash Yes 

Panorama Technology Yes 

 

In other words, feature drift incorporates the addition of unique features and/or attributes to the reference 

product that can lead us to use that reference product in a new way. Since a feature and/or attribute has 

drifted into the reference product, we termed type of ideation as Feature Drift [9]. Bringing such types of 

Figure 3- Revolutionary product (Feature Drift)  
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newness in reference products will move it from being evolutionary type of newness to revolutionary type. 

The newness introduced from this type may result in having a new product of similar shape and/or size as 

compared to its predecessors, but which is equipped with new competencies. At the same time, it may also 

result in cases which require changing the shape or size of the new product from the old one. This leads us 

to define the third type of newness.  

(c) Conceiving Design: In this type of ideation, adding new features and/or attributes both from 

concept and feature drift to the next generation of a reference product may result in conceiving a new 

product that may have a different shape, behavior and/or functions from that of the earlier ones. In other 

words, this type of ideation will lead product designers to introduce a new line of product in the industry. 

An example of this type of newness as shown in Figure 4 is the development and introduction of a laptop 

in the 1970s from a desktop. The new product provided the capability of a desktop computer in a smaller 

and portable chassis thus had a different shape, design. It also rendered new capabilities and functionalities 

as the result of the mutation of customer’s need and preferences. 

 

 

 

                      Figure 5- Arranging the three different types of ideation according to their newness  

Evolutionary

Revolutionary

Next iteration of the product

Concept 
drift

Feature 
drift

Conceiving 
desing

Figure 4 – Conceiving design 
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Figure 5 shows the three different types of newness that can come out of the ideation phase arranged 

according to the level of newness they bring. It is important to note that each type of newness is not mutually 

exclusive to each other but are complementary. However, each of them needs a source from where such 

new ideas of newness are generated which can then be drifted into the reference product. We discuss that 

further in the next sub-section.  

2.1- Sources of drift in the different types of ideation 

In each of the three types of ideation above, new features and/or attributes and/or their values are being 

drifted to the reference product. Our interpretation of drift in the context of ideation phase is one of the two 

types as follows: 

Type 1: When the value of an attribute in the next iteration of the product changes from that of its 

predecessor, we term it as drifting to its new value. In other words, the product’s features and attributes 

remain same but the value of some drifts in the product’s next iteration as compared to its previous version 

as shown in Table 2.  

Type 2: When new features and/or attributes are added in the next iteration of a reference product, we term 

them to be drifting to the reference product. In other words, new features and/or attributes drift to the 

reference product and become a part of it in the product’s next iteration as shown in Table 3 & 4.  

As mentioned earlier, type 1 drift is more evolutionary in nature whereas type 2 drift moves toward 

revolutionary. To achieve such type of drift, product designers in the ideation phase need sophisticated 

methods and techniques by which they are able to source the ideas from different avenues and identify the 

features and/or attributes that they can drift into the reference product’s next iteration. While previous 

approaches have focused on customer opinions and/or product designers themselves to source such ideas 

from, it did not lead product designers to develop the revolutionary type of products that they were after.  

However, recent works have started to source such new ideas to be drifted in the product’s next iteration 

by considering the far-field products from different domains in contrast to near-field or very similar problem 

domain given by customer reviews [3].  

Far-field products are those products that may be from different domains as that of the reference products 

but have some similarity in terms of the functionality and/or capability that they provide. Analysing such 

far field products, product designers in the ideation phase can source ideas in terms of the features, 

attributes, and their values that they can add in the product’s next iteration. For example, as shown in Figure 

6 (a), if a wrist watch is taken as the reference product and mobile phone is considered as a far-field product 

from a related domain to it, then the next iteration of the reference product may result in a smart watch. In 



such case, features from a mobile phone such as message sending capability, web-browsing capability etc. 

are drifted from the mobile phone to the wrist watch to make it a smart watch. In another example, as shown 

in Figure 6(b), if we take digital camera as our reference product, mobile phone and color printer as the far-

field products, then the resultant Polaroid camera is a combination of features such as photo-printing, Wi-

Fi communication capability which are drifted from printer and mobile respectively to the reference product 

(digital camera).    

 

 

Figure 6– Drifting of new features and/or attributes from far-field products 

Such phenomenon of applying learnings from a different area to a new area has been studied in the literature 

although in a different perspective, namely human behavior. It is known as learning transfer where broadly 

the skills, knowledge, and/or attitudes that were learned in one situation were applied to another situation 

to improve the results [12]. Recent works in new product development have looked at the analogical design 

that involves transferring of knowledge about a product’s design in one area to another in order to generate 

novel products in NPD [13,14]. However, what they lack is having a systemized framework that assists 

product designers in doing the complete facets of this process. We discuss them further in the next sub-

section.  

2.2- Steps required in having a systemised framework to assist in the ideation phase  

A systemised framework, which assists product designers in the ideation phase, should help them: 

(a) To determine which products are considered as a near/far field with respect to the reference product. 

As the source of ideation, these days is more data centric rather than expert opinion based, the 

(A) 

(B) 



framework should determine which features/attributes can be drifted from the far-field products to 

the reference product in its next iteration.  

(b) To ascertain the popularity of features and/or attributes to be drifted from the customers’ viewpoint. 

Consistent with the well-known saying of all that glitters is not gold, not all the identified features 

and/or attributes to be drifted come with the guarantee of being liked by customers. So the 

framework should allow product designers to ascertain their popularity in order to gauge either 

customer’s interest and/or find what improvements to be made to those features/attributes before 

drifting them.  

(c) Even after discarding those features and/or attributes that are unpopular with the customers in step 

(b) the product designers needs to decide which features and/or attributes to pursue with further in 

the next stages of NPD. From the remaining features and/or attributes a decision-making 

framework that assists product designers to a trade-off between the different decision criteria is 

needed to come up with the final set of features and/or attributes to pursue further. An example of 

decision criteria may be the level of newness that the product designers intends to bring in the 

product’s next version, the design constraints of the existing product, financial resources available 

etc. that will change the features and/or attributes to be pursued further.  

In other words, the systemised framework needs to be comprehensive so that assists product designers in 

deciding which features and/or attributes should be carried out to the next phases of NPD. In the next 

section, we present a survey of the existing literature on data-centric based approaches of ideation. We then 

critically evaluate them from the perspective of providing systemized framework for ideation. 

3- Literature Review 

We categorise the existing literature on data-centric methods that assists product designers in the ideation 

phase into two broad groups. The first group discusses those studies that identify features and/or attributes 

that can be drifted to the reference product from the previous iterations of the same product type and/or its 

competitors. In other words, these products are from the same domain as that of the reference product. We 

term such approaches as ideation from same-domain products and discuss them in sub-section 3.1. The 

second group discusses those studies that identify features and/or attributes to be drifted into the reference 

product by analysing products of other domains. We term such approaches as ideation from cross-domain 

products and discuss them in sub-section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we evaluate the approaches from the different 

aspects that are required in having a systemised framework for idea generation in NPD.  



3.1-Ideation from same-domain product  

Ideation from same-domain products focusses on collecting information from customers on either the same 

product type’s features or that from the competitors’ one. Customer opinion in this case is captured either 

by using surveys or by crawling information from social media. Product designers can then exploit this 

knowledge for different purposes such as categorising customer requirements, ranking existing features 

based on their importance in customers’ minds and finding a product’s weak/strong features to discovering 

latent features proposed by customers [9].  

Recognising critical features in a product is one the key steps in product development. Several studies are 

available on finding important features of a product using customer reviews. Li et al. [15] propose a rule-

based linear regression approach is proposed to find the important features in a product. They consider 

frequent nouns as the candidates for product features. A Double Propagation (DP) algorithm is employed 

to extract more features and the sentiment words, which modify those using pre-defined rules. Next, a linear 

regression method is conducted using overall rating of reviews to rank product features. They compare their 

model with existing approaches and describe two applications of product feature ranking in real cases. 

Shamim et al. [16] propose an approach for detecting critical features based on opinion intensity. The 

algorithm first extracts frequent nouns from reviews as product features. Next, the opinion words that are 

within K words of the selected features are considered as associated sentiment words. Opinion intensity is 

then manually calculated. In their study, they present an equation for classifying user’s reviews based on 

their quality using review’s rating, helpfulness score, the number of opinion words and features within it. 

Finally, the negative/positive rank for each feature is computed aggregating the number of weakly, mildly 

and strongly negative/positive occurrences of opinion words modifying that feature. Stone and Choi [17] 

propose a visualisation tool that helps designers to gain insights on customers’ preferences for different 

features of a product, based on social media data. The algorithm first requires the designers to define some 

keywords as product features that are extended further by analysing customer reviews. Next, starred reviews 

from Amazon.com are used to train SVM for sentiment classification of the collected data. Their 2D 

visualisation tool helps designers to find the most important features of a product and their values, as 

perceived by customers. Jin et al [18] propose an approach that ascertains the relative importance of a 

product’s different engineering characteristics (ECs). Their proposed algorithm uses a pairwise-based 

ordinary classification method to learn the weights of ECs from the reviews. Next, an integer linear 

programming model is developed to derive the original customer satisfaction levels from pairwise results. 

Designers can use the model’s results to determine the most important engineering characteristics, which 

should be the focus when developing the next generation of a product.  



Lin et al. [19] propose UNISON framework which identifies the reasons of users satisfactory or 

unsatisfactory experiences from a product. They apply their framework to analyse users’ experiences in 

wearable devices. They survey the attitudes of users by questionnaire and by using a decision tree extract 

user experience rules, which can help the designers in identifying appropriate product factors and forms to 

be considered in product development. Chien et al [20] propose an approach for capturing consumer 

preferences for design concepts and visual aesthetics of a product. In order to evaluate the perception of 

different users and their satisfaction level for product visual factors, they first conduct a scenario journey. 

After that, considering the background and demographic information of the users, they develop Rough Set 

Theory (RST), which detects the hidden relationships between product visual features and data of decision 

makers and finally proposes rules to assist product designers in selecting proper aesthetics factors. Bae et 

al. [21] propose a framework which looks for the functional attributes of a digital camera that influence the 

purchasing decision of the customers. They first gather the users’ preferences about the product by 

distributing questionnaires among them. Next, using association rules and developing a decision tree, they 

analyse the customers’ responses and extract rules, which can help the product designers in finding the most 

important features in customers’ opinions. Bacciotti et al. [6] propose a method which helps product 

designers in idea generation by fostering the design space. In other words, the authors proposed approach 

provides a large number of stimuli for the designers and provoke their creativity capabilities through 

introducing a structured roadmap to them. They categorise the sources of benefits in producing a new 

product into four dimensions, such as general demands, stakeholders, lifecycle phases and hierarchies of 

systems. The combination of these elements presents to the product designer the opportunities for 

introducing new product attributes.  

Product weakness and strength assessment are known as another key step to developing a new product. 

Tuarob et al. [22] propose an approach to detect the features which should be added /omitted in the next 

version of the product using social media data. They first define three metrics (polarity, subjectivity, and 

popularity) to determine customers’ favorability toward existing products. Then, top K favorable products 

are selected for further analysis. In order to find the feature-opinion pairs, a bootstrapping learning 

algorithm is employed which extract the features, opinions along with templates surrounding seed words. 

In doing so, the weak and strong features of top K favorable products will be discovered which can be 

treated as insight for designers to omitted or integrated specific features into the next generation of a 

product.  In another work, Jin et al. [23] find comparative sentences discussed in social media in order to 

find the strong features of the competitors’ products. Utilising POS tagging tool, product features are 

extracted from reviews and the polarity of the sentences are found using a Naïve Bayes classifier. They 

then determine those sentences that discuss a common feature of two competing products. Tucker and Kim 



[24] propose a framework which identifies popular and obsolete features of a product from the preference 

trends of customers. Frequent nouns from product reviews are extracted as product features and the 

sentences that relate to those features are identified. Those sentences that are mentioned in pros are assigned 

a positive polarity and the cons reviews are considered as negative ones. Wang and Wang [25] propose an 

approach to determine the product’s weakness by examining both comparative and non-comparative online 

reviews. After collecting and cleaning the reviews, product features and related opinions are extracted using 

a semi-supervised self-tagging machine learning approach. SentiStrength software is used to calculate the 

sentiment score of non-comparative reviews. Next, a network is built in which its edges represent the 

existence of a comparative sentence for two products (nodes) and its weights reveal the sentiment strength 

of that sentence. Finally, to compute the level of popularity of each feature, a composite score is proposed 

which aggregates both comparative and non-comparative results. Those features that gain the composite 

score less than a pre-defined threshold are considered as the product weakness.  

Discovering and then employing latent customer needs is another key step to the success of new product 

development process. Zhou et al. [26] proposed a model to elicit customers’ latent needs from social media 

data while examining them for extraordinary use cases. First, Association Rule Mining (ARM) is used to 

extract product features. In order to classify the sentiments of product reviews, a fuzzy support vector 

machine (FSVM) is utilised. Once the ordinary usage of the product is defined, through customising them, 

extraordinary use cases and also latent needs are discovered using case-based analogical reasoning. In 

another study, Tuarob and Tucker [27] propose an approach for extracting latent features leads to identify 

innovative consumers (lead users). To do so, product ground-truth features are obtained through analysing 

product reviews and also product specification document. Next, using mathematical model latent features 

are discovered. Finally, they exploit these latent features to identify innovative consumers. Guo et al. [28] 

propose an approach to excavating potential needs of customers and using them to diversify existing 

products. They argue that the evolution of social and cultural factors influence product innovation. Hence, 

in their framework, after selecting the main research object, the super-system resources for the product are 

analysed and defined. Next, the feature set for both direct-relevance and indirect-relevance environmental 

factors are defined (like age, gender, behavior habits, etc.). Finally, potential needs are excavating through 

changing the cover range of the features.  

Since the goal of most businesses is to make a profit, several researchers have proposed models to find 

product features that maximise customer satisfaction and consequently profit. Wang et al. [29] propose an 

approach which uses User-Generated Content (UGC) in designing products. The algorithm first elicits 

product features from customer reviews based on word frequency rates. To remove false feature candidates, 

redundancy and independency pruning rules are employed in next step. Next, the polarity of each feature 



is defined by the presence of the feature in the pros/cons reviews. The algorithm exploits the finite mixture 

regression in order to model unobserved customer heterogeneity in customer data. Finally, the proposed 

customer preference model will help in selecting the product design, which maximises the profit. In other 

work, Tucker and Kim [30] propose an approach that predicts what customers want and then designing the 

most profitable products based on these predictions. First, customer preferences are captured by doing a 

survey along with analysing the existing available data. Next, a decision tree is created to determine the 

maximum price that customers would be willing to pay for a different combination of product features. 

Doing so, the algorithm is able to generate candidate product concepts and also estimate the demand. 

Considering the cost of each product concept, the product feasibility is checked at the engineering level. 

Finally, the profit of each product variant is computed based on demand, maximum price and production 

cost.  

Table 5 - Categorising the approaches of ideation from same-domain products  

Broad objectives of same-domain studies to determine new 

ideas in the ideation phase 

References 

Recognising critical features in a product by analysing customer 

reviews, determining their opinion intensity, capturing their 

preference etc. 

[6,15–21] 

Determining a product’s weakness and strength by using 

customers’ social media information 

[22–25] 

Discovering customers’ latent needs [26–28] 

Discovering most profitable features of a product from the 

customers’ reviews 

[29,30] 

 

Table 5 summarises the discussed approaches for ideation from same-domain products. While the above-

mentioned approaches assist product designers to acquire new ideas for ideation, we argue that the source 

from which they generate that is limited. In other words, their source for ideation is limited and they 

consider either the previous version of the reference product or similar products or product from 

competitors. While this provides product designers with new ideas, it does not provide any room for them 

to think out-of-the-box and identify features that can be considered as novel to be added to the reference 

product. Although data-driven methodologies play a significant role in designing products, they concentrate 

only on data relating to a specific domain, which means they are unable to give designers insights beyond 

that domain. They suffer from the drawback of only providing ideas which are of low systematic level and 

generating a low level of novelty in the reference product’s next iteration [7,8]. To address this, researchers 

have attempted to link product from one domain to those from other domains in an attempt to generate 

innovative ideas for designers in the ideation phase. To the best of our knowledge, very few research studies 

have addressed this issue. We discuss such approaches in the next section.  



3.2 Ideation from cross-domain products 

Design-by-analogy recently has attracted many researchers due to its ability to broaden the novelty of ideas 

proposed in concept generation phase using similarity relationships from solutions to analogous problems 

[31]. Analogical reasoning can play a critical role in proposing a creative design. It includes recalling and 

transferring elements of one design problem to another design problem, which can take place in different 

contexts such as components, relations between them, or configurations of components and relations [4]. 

Two main groups of methods are discussed in the literature as sources of inspiration for the design analogy; 

first are those, which are inspired by nature, and the other group that does not use nature as a source of 

inspiration [32]. A variety of computational tools is developed which uses physics principles and functional 

similarities to find analogies for the design problem within nature.  

The biomimetic design is an established area of study which helps designers in finding the solution for their 

design problems through inspiring from biological phenomena. Chie et al. [33] introduce a search approach 

which bridges the cross-domain terminology in biomimetic design. In another word, since the functional 

keywords in engineering are different from those used in biological papers, they proposed a method which 

extends the scope of the search for required functions through finding the troponyms of them in WordNet 

dictionary. They also have used the high-frequency words, which have been collocated with or occurred in 

the vicinity of search words, as alternatives to improve the quantity and quality of matches found in 

biological databases. Nagel and Stone [34] develop a computational approach for doing analogical 

reasoning in the early stages of product design. The algorithm first wants the designer to select the required 

functions. It then generates a list of verbs and words which occurs in the vicinity of the keywords. Selecting 

the found verbs as functions and nouns as flow, it starts searching the Design Repository and also a chosen 

biological corpus for each of the function/flow pair. The solution from both existing products and also the 

biological phenomena inspires the designers in suggesting innovative design ideas. Deldin et al. [35] 

develop a web-based tool, which translates biological information in a way that it can be used as a source 

of inspiration for biomimetic design accessible to non-biologists. Once a designer identifies the required 

function, AskNature searches its database for the examples of functions and physics principles, which have 

been used by nature to fulfill this function.  A knowledge-based design environment is developed in Vattam 

et al [36] which finds the analogical mapping by means of the structure-function-behavior schema for 

representing biological systems. Their main goal is to assist the interdisciplinary design team in identifying 

solution and transferring functions from biological systems to their design problem. 

In the second group of approaches that does not use nature as the source of inspiration, they mostly focus 

on building a function-behaviour-structure model of design prototype in the form of graphs. Then by 

comparing the graphs’ similarity, they will suggest the solutions [4]. A hybrid list-based and web-based 



design tool have been proposed in [37] which produces design solutions for a product design problem. It 

first asks the designer to input a file containing a full functional model of the product. Using the repository 

of existing design solutions, it forms the function-component relationships and presents a feasible 

alternative for each sub-function in as a morphological matrix. This tool allows the user to pick options that 

solve each function in the product functional model. Tucker and Kang [13] propose an approach that 

discovers new design knowledge across unrelated product domains. Their proposed algorithm first 

decomposes the artifact into its function, form/structure and behavior. Next, it discovers the similarities 

between the main artifact and products of other domains in each of these three metrics. They use a 

mathematical 3D model for representing the form of a product. The structure and behavior of the artifact 

are then described using the vector of words, which will be used as metrics to compare other products’ 

structure and behavior with those of the main artifact. Kang et al. [38] propose an alternative name as 

resynthesising, for end-of-life (EOL) products which introduce assemblies/subassemblies of existing out-

of-date products from different domains to develop a new product. They determine the best candidate for 

resynthesising by determining the possibilities between subassemblies by using 3D graph analysis and a 

cosine similarity measure. The costs, price and environmental feasibility for each option is determined and 

the best option is selected using a mixed integer linear optimisation model. Kang and Tucker [14] propose 

a methodology that helps designers in finding suitable forms and functions from products of other domains 

for their functional requirements in developing new products. The algorithm first extracts different 

functions of proposed products using topic modeling. Once the similarity between the required functions 

and the functions of different products is calculated, the most similar products are chosen to combine with 

each other for their dissimilar form characters and functions. Finally, form candidates are proposed using a 

morphing technique. They finally compare their proposed new features and form for a hybrid marine 

vehicle with an existing hybrid model.  

Fu et al. [31] evaluate the effect of presenting existing analogous patents to the designers in the concept 

generation phase on the quantity and novelty of proposed ideas. They first collect patents in the form of 

text and after processing them, each document is presented in the form of a vector of terms. Next, the patent 

database is indexed against the functions that it covers. Finally, the most similar patents to the designer’s 

problem are retrieved using cosine similarity function. Their experimental results confirm the positive effect 

of employing functionally analogous patents during the concept generation on the novelty of proposed 

solutions. While in another study proposed by Verhaegen et al. [39], patents are employed to first extracting 

the product aspects and then using them again to transfer knowledge between analogous products. 

According to their framework, the patents are filtered for the words which do not exist in the WorldNet. 

Through next filtering process, they manually remove those words which do not contribute valuable 



information about a product’s attributes, functions or structure.  After stemming the remaining terms, 

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is employed to expressing the terms in smaller uncorrelated variables 

(PCs). The PCs are then turned into product aspects using Varimax rotation. Using the radar plot for 

visualising a product with its aspects and through computing the cosine similarity between two products, 

they propose cross-domain and within-domain similar products to the target product or product aspect.  

Vandevenne et al [40] bridges the gap between the engineering and biological domain in order to help the 

designers gain insights from both patents and nature in the ideation phase. They first create corpus 

consisting of both patents and biological articles. Next, the corpus is transformed into a vector of space 

model. Product Aspects (PA) and Organism Aspects (OA) are extracted from the corpus using the word co-

occurrence analysis. In order to link the technical and biological systems, the similarity value is measured 

between the PAs and OAs through multiplication of their matrices. In next step, the algorithm will link the 

products and organism to their corresponding patents and biological papers, respectively, through 

calculating the similarity between the product-patent matrix and the patent-PA one, along with organism-

paper matrix and paper-OA matrix similarity computation. Finally, it proposes the abstracts and title of 

relevant academic papers. 

While the above-mentioned approaches determine new ideas from cross-domain products, they still require 

some decision criteria that helps product designers to decide which of the identified features to consider 

further in the NPD phases. In this regard, Kobayashi proposes a methodology in [41] which integrates 

quality, cost, environmental aspects and design risk in the idea generation phase of product development. 

According to the proposed framework, target specifications of the product are first collected from the 

customer and the environmental perspective. If the target specifications are too far from the existing product 

features, TRIZ contradiction matrix is employed to find innovative solutions. Next, the proposed ideas are 

evaluated from the quality, cost and environmental aspects. Finally, the design risk, which has been defined 

as uncertainty of the effectiveness of a solution, is estimated using Monte Carlo simulation. In another 

study, Chin et al. [42] propose a Bayesian Network to assess risk involved in the NPD process. They first 

investigate the risk factors. Next, rather than relying on experts’ knowledge, their proposed approach 

computes the prior probabilities of different nodes by doing pair-wise comparison between the states of the 

nodes. They validate their model by assessing two alternative product design concept. Park et al. [43] 

identify risk factors in different stages of a product development project. Using AHP and fuzzy models, 

they develop a framework to analyse risk degree of the identified factors. Finally, the optimal responding 

activity is selected for each of the risk factors utilising the evolution strategy.  



3.3 Research gaps in existing approaches of ideation from cross-domain products in 

having a systemised framework for idea generation in NPD.  

While the aforementioned studies offer novel features or designs for producing new products because they 

do not limit the scope of the search for finding commonalities between products, they may need having 

access to a big database containing different product features, otherwise, they will be so time-consuming. 

Additionally, asking for pre-defined functional requirements probably limits the applicability of these 

methods where the designers have no idea about what features that can be integrated into the next version 

of a product. However, since the proposed approaches don’t check the customers’ opinions for determining 

their level of satisfaction with current products and their feature, they may result in introducing new 

products which are not successful enough in the market. Table 6 summarises the related works based on 

their objectives and decision criteria, and compares them with the criteria that are required to have a 

systemised framework for idea generation in NPD.  

Examining this table and considering the issues that have been discussed earlier under both single and cross-

domain product design models, the need to have an approach that proposes new features to be integrated 

into the next iteration of a product by examining related products from other domains for novel features is 

shown. However, the favorability of the proposed features needs to be checked on social media with regard 

to the significant role of public acceptance in a product success. Furthermore, in developing a new product, 

apart from considering the customers’ opinions in relation to their preferred features of a product, company 

managers also need to consider the level of innovativeness and also the viability of each proposed feature 

while simultaneously taking into account the degree of risk that the company can bear in introducing a new 

product. According to the Table 6, none of the existing works consider the risk factor in idea generation 

phase of new product development. Therefore, an approach is required to rank the newly proposed features 

based on the customers’ preferences as well as taking into consideration the company managers’ criteria, 

such as their attitude to risk. This recommendation system will be able to rank features with regard to not 

only their level of innovativeness but also the amount of profit (viability) they will generate for the 

company. In the next section, we propose our approach to address these short comings in the ideation phase 

of NPD from cross-domain products. 

 

 

 



Table 6 – Summary of related works 
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Tucker et al. [30]    √ √ 

Tucker et al. [24]    √  

Bae et al. [21]    √  

Wang et al. [29]    √ √ 

Li et al. [15]    √  

Tuarob et al. [27] √   √  

Wang et al. [25]    √  

Shamim et al. [16]    √  

Stone et al. [17]    √  

Jin et al. [18]    √  

Tuarob et al. [22] √   √  

Zhou et al. [26] √   √  

Guo et al. [28] √ √    

Jin et al. [23]    √  

Lin et al. [19]    √  

Chien et al. [20]  √  √  

Bacciotti et al. [6] √ √    
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Chiu et al. [33] √ √    

Bryant et al. [37] √ √   √ 

Verhaegen et al [39] √ √    

Tucker et al. [13]  √    

Nagel et al. [34] √ √    

Kang et al. [38] √ √   √ 

Fu et al. [31] √ √    

Deldin et al. [35] √ √    

Vattam et al. [36] √ √    

Kang et al. (2015) √ √    

Vandevenne et al. [40] √ √    
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 Kobayashi [41]  √ √ √ √ 



Chin et al. [42]   √   

Park et al. [43]   √   

 

4- Proposed Framework: FEATURE 

In this section, we present FEATURE (FEAture drifT-based framework for Unique aspect 

REcommendation) that provides product designers with a systemised framework to assist them in the 

product ideation phase by using a data-centric approach. FEATURE, as shown in Figure 7, has three 

modules in it. The analysis of FEATURE starts by the product designers’ first setting up a reference product. 

Module 1 named as the New Feature Finder (NFA) then ascertains the new features and/or attributes that 

can be drifted into the reference product in its next iteration. Module 2 named as the Feature Sentiment 

Analyzer (FSA) determines the popularity of the ascertained features and/or attributes from the customers. 

This analysis is then passed to Module 3 termed as the Feature Recommender (FR) that assists the product 

designers in selecting the features and/or attributes to be considered further in the next stages of NPD 

according to their decision criteria. The details of the working of each module are explained below.  

 

Figure 7 - Overview of FEATURE 

 



 

Module 1: New Feature Finder (NFF) 

The objective of this module is to identify the features and/or attributes that can be introduced in the next 

iteration of the reference product, for example, mobile phone. These features and/or attributes are identified 

from source products that can be categorised either as related and/or interested products to that of the 

reference product. The module’s objective is achieved in three steps.  

 In Step one, the product designers define the category of the reference product. For example, if we 

consider mobile phone as the reference product then its category is set as an electronic product by 

the product designers. Once this is done, products from the category of electronic product are 

identified. 

 This leads to step two of NFF that has two sub-parts in it.  

o In the first part of step two, identified products from the category of electronic product are 

classified automatically as related, non-related or similar products based on their similarity 

with the reference product. This is done by comparing the features of the reference product 

with that of products that come under the category of electronic products and computing a 

similarity score. If the similarity score is between the two defined thresholds by the product 

designers, it is classified as a related product. Those products, which their similarity score 

exceed the defined upper bound are categorised as similar products. The rest of them are 

known as non-related product.  

o However, apart from just considering related products from the same category of the 

reference product, there may be cases where product designers may prefer to expand their 

search horizon. In other words, based on their intuitiveness they may want to examine a 

product from a different category as that of the reference product and see what features 

and/or attributes from that product can be introduced in the next iteration of the reference 

product. As an example, a fitness series of watches may come under the product category 

of Apparel & Accessories, which is different from electronic products under which a 

mobile phone comes in. However, features from fitness watches can be drifted into the next 

iteration of the mobile phone for improving its capability and hence product designers may 

be interested in analysing it further. We term such products as interested products. In part 

two of step two, NFF provides product designers with the option to add interested products 

for further analysis that were not added automatically in part one.  

 This leads to step three of NFF in which the new features and/or attributes that do not exist in the 

reference product as compared to related and interested products are determined and presented to 



the product designers. Product designers based on their decision criteria select the features to 

analyse further in Module 2. Such presented new features and/or attributes are termed as proposed 

features from now on in the paper.  

Module 2: Feature Sentiment Analyzer (FSA) 

Feature Sentiment Analyser (FSA) finds the popularity of the proposed features by analysing the 

customers’ reviews of the products they come from. The customers’ reviews are extracted from various 

social media platforms and are then analysed to ascertain to the sentiment of the proposed features. The 

premise behind this step is to omit those features, which are not so popular among the customers from 

further analysis of FEATURE.  The module’s objective is achieved in three steps.  

 In step one, FSA’s algorithm crawls and collect a corpus of reviews related to the products from 

where the proposed features come. The collected reviews are analysed by using a rule-based 

approach and the product’s features to which a part of the review relate to along with their sentiment 

value is determined.   

 In step two, the product features for which the sentiment value is determined are matched to the 

proposed feature that comes from phase 1. At this stage, it is possible that the term used to describe 

the proposed feature is not consistent with what the customers’ use to describe it in their reviews. 

So the issue of bridging the gap between the proposed features and the features mentioned in the 

customer reviews will be addressed in this step. When matched, the sentiment value associated 

with each feature from customers’ reviews is transferred to the proposed feature. 

 In step three, customers’ latent needs which are mentioned in their reviews are identified and 

appended to the list of proposed features. The latent needs mention the customers’ preference 

and/or desire to have those features in a product. So, the FSA algorithm assigns the highest positive 

polarity value to them and adds them to the list of proposed features for further analysis in Module 

3.  

Module 3: Feature Recommender (FR) 

The purpose of Feature Recommender (FR) is to take the list of proposed features along with their 

determined sentiment value and according to the product designer’s decision criteria recommend what 

features to pursue further in the stages of NPD. It achieves this by ranking the proposed features according 

to the following two criteria:  

 Innovativeness: This criterion ranks the proposed features according to their high level of 

popularity among customers irrespective of their launch costs and potential profit. In other words, 



this decision criterion ranks the proposed features that have the highest positive polarity strength 

on the top of the list.  

 Viability: This criterion ranks the proposed features according to the profit that each of them 

generates. The profit is ascertained by determining the demand for the reference product with the 

added feature and the margin of profit on each of them.  

Using these three modules, FEATURE recommends the product designers in the ideation phase with 

features and/or attributes that can be considered further in the next stages of NPD.  In the next section, we 

discuss further the working of NFF in more details. Figure 8 presents the FEATURE algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 8 - FEATURE algorithm 

Input: Reference Product (RP), Category of Reference Product, α, β 

Output: Proposed Features/Attributes based on level of Innovativeness (PFI), Proposed Features/Attributes based on Viability (PFV) 

1. FEATURE (RP, Category, α, β) 
2. Begin 

a. SPF :NFF(RP, Category, α, β) 

b. ProFeature_DB :FSA(SPF) 
c. (PFI,PFV):FR(ProFeature_DB) 

3. End 

 

1. NFF(RP,Category, α, β) 

2. Begin 

a. POD: Other products in Category 
b. For each PODi in POD 

1. SCi: Calculate Similarity Score (ss) between RP and POD based on their product specifications. 

2. If(SCi> α and SCi< β) 
3. Add PODi to Related Product 

4. endIf  

c. EndFor 
d. Get Interested Products 

i. Add Interested Products to Source 

e. Add Related Products to Source 
f. For each Si in Source 

1. RC: Relative Compliment of features between RP and Si 

2. Add RC to PF 
g. EndFor 

h. SPF: selected proposed features by designers based on PF 

3. End 
4. FSA(SPF) 

5. Begin 

a. FOR each product in Related Product & IP 
i. Collect product reviews (PRv)  

ii. FOR each sentence in PRv 

1. Extract Feature and Opinion word using the syntactic rules 

2. Compute Sentiment Score (SS) for each pair using dictionary 

iii. ENDFOR 

iv. Compute sentiment score (SS) considering all collected reviews 
v. Find corresponding feature in SPF (CF) 

vi. Aggregate the corresponding Sentiment Score using Feature_DB 
vii. Store (SPFi,SS) in ProFeature_DB 

b. EndFor 

c. Collect product reviews about RF(Ref_PRv) 
d. Extract Latent Features using syntactic rules. 

e. For each Latent Feature 

i. Store(Latent Feature, highest positive Sentiment Score) in ProFeature_DB 
f. EndFor 

6. End 

7. FR(ProFeature_DB) 
8. Begin 

a. For each Fi in ProFeature_DB  

1. CPi: Cost Production of Fi 
2. Add CPi to PRoFeature_DB 

b. EndFor 

c. PFI: Sort features ProFeature_DB based on Sentiment Score in descending order 
d. PFV: Sort features ProFeature_DB based on Cost Production in in descending order 

9. End 



5- Module 1: New Feature Finder 

As previously mentioned, the objective of this module is to identify the unique features that can be 

incorporated into a reference product by analysing different source products. An overview of the different 

steps in this module is presented in Figure 9. 

 

 

Step 1: Setting reference product category  

In this step, the product category of the reference product is set. It can be done either by the product designer 

setting the category of the reference product or by NFF using Google Product Taxonomy [44] as the search 

engine to find the parent nodes of the selected reference product. As shown in Figure 10, Google Product 

Figure 9 - Overview of the working steps of NFF 



Taxonomy is a tree of different product categories that describe product families. NFF uses it to identify 

the category of the selected reference product. However as the last version of Google Product Taxonomy 

was released in 2015, there is a possibility of NFF not able to determine the category of new products. 

Therefore, in such cases, NFF asks the product designers to define the category of the reference product.  

 

 

To explain with an example, if the product designers consider a mobile phone as the reference product then 

NFF sets its category as an Electronic product. Once this is done NFF identifies other products from that 

same category by using Google Product Taxonomy for further analysis. As an example, the following 

products are shortlisted by NFF from the category of electronic products for further analysis: 

{Mobile phones, Camera, Laptop, Tablet, Monitor, TV, Music Player, Printer,  Video Game Console} 

Step 2: Determining the related products from the same product category  

The objective of this step is to find related products to the reference product from the same product category. 

This is done by computing the similarity between the features of the reference product with those products 

identified in the same category as the reference product. However, various challenges arise when such task 

has to be fulfilled. They are:  

(a) There should be a database, which describes all feature of the products coming under the same 

category.  

(b) Tagging features, attributes, and values for each product that has been stored in the database for 

further analysis.  

Since most of the product categories consist of a large number of products and the specifications of the 

products may vary constantly, achieving points (a) & (b) is labor intensive and time-consuming task. To 

overcome these issues, NFF uses an alternative approach that is less computationally expensive and uses 

product specification documents and user manuals to identify related products to the reference product.  

Step 2.1: Using Word Cloud to identify features of reference product and products from the same category.    

Figure 10- A snapshot of Google Product Taxonomy  

 - Overview of the working steps of NFF 



To determine related products to a reference product, NFF generates a Word Cloud of the products under 

analysis. Word cloud is a graphical representation of text data, which typically is used to depict the 

keywords in a text so that the size of each word indicates its frequency or importance [45]. According to 

previous researches [46–48], features of a product are described amongst the most frequent nouns 

mentioned in its description articles or its product reviews. Therefore, to find such nouns and in turn the 

products’ features, NFF generates word clouds for the reference product and for those products that come 

in the same category. An example of word cloud generated for a mobile phone (reference product) and 

camera (similar category product) is shown in Figure 11.  

   

 

While the generated word cloud the most common occurring terms in its user manual guide, apart from the 

product’s features, it may also represent terms which are irrelevant for us in our further analysis such as 

“allows”, “keep”, etc. Therefore, the next step after generation of the word cloud is to prune the extracted 

terms. The pruning process involves asking an expert to omit those terms which do not either represent a 

function, capability or a feature of the mobile phone. Once the pruning is done, the product designers have 

a list of product’s features as shown in Table 6. They can either consider all the features or select only the 

most frequently occurring terms for further analysis in the next stages. This is done by computing the 

frequency of occurrence of a feature in the total occurrence of all features as shown in Table 7. This table 

represents features of a mobile phone, which has been extracted from its word cloud along with their 

Figure 11- Word cloud of mobile phone (left shape) and camera (right shape)  



frequency in the mobile phone’s user manual guide. The document contains 31735 words, which we have 

selected the 50 most frequent nouns as mobile phone’s features after doing the pruning process.  

 

Feature Frequency Feature Frequency Feature Frequency Feature Frequency 

screen 591 Play 90 GPS 56 volume 34 

Tap 566 hold 89 menu 56 photos 34 

Home 348 on-screen 87 memory 53 button 31 

call 279 battery 87 touch 51 Search 31 

Wi-Fi 142 location 84 Internet 50 picture 30 

message 140 SIM 81 keypad 48 Android 30 

card 134 network 76 email 47 browser 28 

application 127 text 76 password 45 folder 28 

Bluetooth 109 service 71 search 45 Clock 28 

Contacts 104 music 68 camera 38 lock 28 

time 104 video 68 power 37 Web 28 

Note 103 Voice 58 image 37   

mode 102 Media 56 share 36   

 

Step 2.2: Mapping similar terms from the generated Word Clouds of the reference product and products 

from the same category.    

Once the features of the reference and similar category products have been extracted in step 2.1, there may 

exist features that have the same meaning but are represented by different abbreviations, synonyms or 

different terminologies. For example “screen” in reference product from Table 6 and “display” in camera 

as shown in the right shape of Figure 11 has the same meaning. Another example is “image” which has the 

same meaning as “picture”. NFF handles these cases by defining ontology rules for the most frequently 

occurring terms and grouping the terms with similar meaning in one cluster.  

Step 2.3: Computing similarity between a reference product and products that come in the same category.    

The next step is to generate a term association matrix to quantify the feature commonalities between the 

reference product and products identified to be in the same product category as presented in Table 8.   

Table 7- Features of mobile phone extracted from word cloud 



Table 8- Term association matrix 

 Feature of the reference product 

𝑡1 𝑡2 . . . 𝑡𝑚 
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𝑠1 𝑐1,1 𝑐1,2 . . . 𝑐1,𝑚 

𝑠2 𝑐2,1 𝑐2,2 . . . 𝑐2,𝑚 

.   . . . . 

𝑠𝑖 𝑐𝑖,1 𝑐𝑖,2 . . . 𝑐𝑖,𝑚 

Where,  

𝑡𝑚: represents the extracted features from reference product’s word cloud 

𝑠𝑖: represents the product identified to be in the similar category of the reference product 

𝑐𝑖,𝑚 : {
0;   if feature tm doesn′t exist in word cloud of product s𝑖

1;                if feature tm exists in word cloud of product s𝑖
 

Once such a matrix has been formed, a similarity value between the reference product and each of the 

considered products is computed by determining their cosine similarity. Cosine similarity is one of the 

popular metrics in text mining, that measures the similarity between two non-zero vectors [13,38,39,49]. It 

is computed as: 

𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑋, 𝑌) = cos(𝜃) = 
X.⃗⃗⃗  �⃗� 

‖𝑋‖‖𝑌‖
 

Eq.1 

Where X and Y represent the term vector of reference product and those of other products in its category, 

respectively from the term association matrix. The results of cosine similarity range from 0 to 1 in positive 

spaces. Each value in this range represents a different level of similarity between the reference product and 

those come in the same category. As our objective is to find related/non-related/similar products to the 

reference product, we define two threshold values α & β. These two values range from 0 to 1.  The products 

that their similarity with the reference product exceeds β are called as similar products. Those products, 

which their cosine similarity with the reference product is between α and β, are considered as related 

products. A product is labeled as the non-related product if its similarity value is less than α. However, 

these thresholds are not fixed and can be defined differently by product designers. At the end of this step, 

the following products are identified as related products by NFF: 

 Related products = {Camera, Laptop, TV, Music Player, Printer} 

Step 3: Setting Interested products 



Since FEATURE is a semi-automated approach and interacts with designers at different stages, we have 

considered an option for designers to add those products that they are interested in analysing them but have 

not been suggested as related products by the algorithm. We call these products as Interested products 

which can be either from a different category or from the same category but being recognised as non-related 

or similar clusters. For instance, considering mobile phone as the reference product which is from the 

category of electronic products, it is probable that the designers are interested in Fitness watch features and 

want to check its novel features of health monitoring and their popularity within the market. Since the 

fitness watch is from a different category, namely apparel & accessories, we have proposed the option of 

“interested product” to the framework to add this kind of product to the list of products that we want to 

analyse further. Therefore, our source product will be updated as followings: 

Source product = {Camera, Laptop, TV, Music Player, Printer, Fitness watch} 

Step 4: Identifying unique features from source products 

The last objective of this phase is to identify the unique features, which can be integrated into the reference 

product from the source products. In order to accomplish this goal, a database is created from product 

specification documents of reference product and also the ones of its source products which reveal those 

features that are not in common within the two models being compared. In other words, through analysing 

product specification database, we are able to find novel features of source products by computing the 

relative complement of features between the reference product and those of source products. These features 

will satisfy Eq.2. 

𝐹 = ∑ 𝐹𝑟 ∩ (𝐹𝑚)𝑐
𝑅

𝑟=1

 

Eq.2 

here, 

F: represents the set of features which are not in common with the reference product compared to all its 

related products  

𝐹𝑟: represents features of related products 

𝐹𝑚: represents features of reference product 

Table 9 presents a snap shot of comparison between some features of mobile phone as reference product 

with those of digital camera and printer as the related products. Those cells, which are highlighted in pink, 

describe novel features in the source products that do not exist in the reference product. For example, fitness 

watch is equipped with a laser sensor, which enables you to track your heartbeat. However, this feature can 



be transferred to the mobile phone. Another example is scanning technology, which can be drifted from 

printer to the reference product. 

Table 9- Comparing features of reference products with those of source products 

 Reference Product Related Product Interested Product 

 Mobile phone Digital Camera Printer Fitness watch 

F
ea

tu
re

s 

Display Display Display Display 

Battery Battery Battery Battery 

Memory 2 slots Memory - Memory 

- - Scanner - 

- - 
Photo-printing 

technology 
- 

- Optical lens - - 

- - - Heart rate sensor 

 

Note that examining the database, there might be some common features but with a different value in related 

products feature set. For instance, in Table 9 all mentioned products have a display but the size and 

resolution of it are various amongst different products. Since we are not focusing on concept drift in this 

study, we only consider those features that are completely new comparing to feature set of our reference 

product and keep the rest for future research. Next step is asking designers to select proposed features from 

available novel feature set. Figure 12 presents the algorithm for the NFF module of FEATURE.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 12- NFF module of FEATURE algorithm 

Input: Reference Product (RP), Category of Reference Product, α, β 

Output: Proposed Features from source products (PF), Selected proposed features by designers (SPF) 

1. NFF(RP,Category, α, β) 

2. Begin Procedure 

3. POD: Find the products from other domains in the Category 

4. FOR each PODi in POD 
a. Collect product’s user manual guide 

b. Generate Word cloud for it using the product’s user manual guide (WCi) 

c. for each Ti in WCi 
i. If (Ti does not either represent a function, capability or a feature of the product) 

1. Delete it from WCi 

ii. EndIf 
d. EndFor 

e. POD_features[i]: the most 50 frequent nouns from WCi as product’s features  

5. ENDFOR 
6. Repeat the steps 4.a to 4.e for extracting features of RP (RP_features) 

7. For each Ti in POD_features  

a. For each RTi in RP_features 
i. If Ti has similar meaning with RTi 

1. Group Ti and RTi in one cluster based on Ontology Rules 

ii. Else  
1. Consider Ti as a Cluster 

iii. EndIF 

b. EndFor 
8. EndFor 

9. For each POD_features[i] in POD_features 

a. For each C in POD_features[i] 
1. For each RC in RF_features 

a. If RCj is similar with C 

i. TAmatrix[i][j]:1 
b. Else 

i. TAmatrix[i][j]:0 

c. EndIf 
2. EndFor 

b. EndFor 

10. EndFor 

11. X⃗⃗ : [1,1,1,….1]1*50 

12. FOR each PODi in POD 

a. �⃗� : TAmatrix[i] 

b. SCi= 𝑆𝐼𝑀[(𝑅𝑃 _𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠), (𝑃𝑂𝐷𝑖_𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠)] = 
X.⃗⃗  ⃗�⃗� 

‖𝑋‖‖𝑌‖
 

c. IF(SCi >= β ) 

i. Set the PODi as Similar product 
d. ELSEIF (α < SCi< β) 

i. the PODi as Related product 

e. ELSE  
i. Set the PODi as Non-Related product 

f. ENDIF 

13. ENDFOR 
14. Get Interested Products 

15. Add Interested Products to Source 

16. Add Related Products to Source 
17. For each Si in Source 

a. RC: Relative Compliment of features between RP and Si 

b. Add RC to PF 
18. EndFor 

19. SPF: selected proposed features by designers based on PF 

20. End Procedure 

6- Experimental Results  

Experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficacy of NFF module of FEATURE to complement the idea 

generation phase of new product development. Using these experiments, we want to show how product 



designers by using FEATURE are able to identify new features that can be integrated into the reference 

product from the source products. For the experiments, we have selected a mobile phone as our reference 

product. Specifically, we selected the Samsung Galaxy S3 phone, which was launched to the market in 

2013. Our reason to choose the case study from some years back is to show how agile is FEATURE in 

assisting the product designers to find novel ideas for developing the next iteration of the product that was 

introduced in the later years. Once the reference product is selected, FEATURE defines its category as an 

Electronic product. It then identifies other products from the category of electronic products. They are:  

Electronic products = {Camera, Laptop, Tablet, Monitor, TV, Music Player, Printer, Video Game Console} 

Selected models = { Pentax K-50, Alienware M14x R2, ASUS Google Nexus 7, Philips 273E3LHSB, Panasonic 

VIERA ST50A, iPod nano, HP Officejet Pro X576dw, Sony Playstation 3 Slim } 

For each identified product, we select a model that was released in 2013 and was available in the market at 

the time the reference product was introduced to the customers. User manual guides and product description 

documents for those models along for the reference product were collected. The next step was to find which 

of the products from the selected list are known as related products to the reference product. For this, word 

cloud is generated for the selected models in the electronic products category along with the reference 

product. The extracted terms from word clouds were pruned to represent only the features from those 

products and the most 50 frequent ones from each product were considered as products’ features. To group 

similar features with different terminologies into one cluster, the following ontology rules were defined for 

mapping: 

Ontology rules: {video, movie}{monitor, screen, display}{image, photo}{key, button}{application, app} 

In the next step, NFF quantified feature commonalities between different products and the reference product 

by forming term association matrix. This is shown in Table 10 where the mobile phone features are in the 

column headings whereas the rows represent each product. In the case of a common feature existing 

between the reference product and the product of the same category, a value of 1 is put in the associated 

cell, otherwise zero. Due to space limitations, Table 10 shows a shortened representation of the term 

association matrix.  

Table 10- Term association matrix for mobile phone 

 Battery Screen Wi-Fi Image Video Text 

Camera 1 1 0 1 1 0 

Printer 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Music Player 1 1 0 1 0 0 



Video Game 1 0 0 0 1 0 

TV 1 1 0 1 0 0 

Monitor 0 1 0 1 0 0 

Tablet 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Laptop 1 1 1 0 0 0 

 

After forming the term association matrix, a similarity value is computed for each related product with the 

reference product by using Eq.1. An example of similarity value computed for mobile phone and camera is 

shown below: 

𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒, 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎) =  
∑(1∗1)+(1∗1)+(1∗0)+(1∗1)+(1∗1)+(1∗0)+⋯

√∑(1∗1)+(1∗1)+⋯√∑(1∗1)+(1∗1)+(0∗0)+⋯
= 0.60  

Table 11 shows the similarity value for the products in the electronic category with respect to the reference 

product. We define the threshold values of α & β as 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. For those products with a 

similarity value of less than α = 0.5, there were considered as non-related products. If the similarity values 

exceeded β = 0.7, the product was labeled as a similar product. Those products that had a similarity value 

between 0.5 and 0.7 were considered as related products.  

Table 11 - Similarity value for products in electronic category 

Product 

type 
Camera Printer 

Music 

Player 
Video Game TV Monitor Tablet Laptop 

Product 

model 

Pentax 

K-50 

HP 

Officejet 

Pro 

X576dw 

iPod 

nano  

Sony 

Playstation 3 

Slim 

Panasonic 

VIERA 

ST50A 

Philips 273E3

LHSB 

ASUS 

Google 

Nexus 7 

Alienware 

M14x R2 

Similarity 

value 
0.60 0.55 0.60 0.46 0.52 0.39 0.76 0.52 

 

We now present the experimental results in three different scenarios.  

 The first scenario shows how NFF identifies the novel features/attributes that can be drifted in the 

next iteration of the reference product from the related products.  

 The second scenario shows how NFF assists in the ideation phase when the product of analysis is 

a similar product.  



 The third scenario shows how NFF identifies the novel features that can be drifted in the next 

iteration of the reference product from an interested product. 

Scenario 1 – Identifying novel features/attributes to be drifted to the reference product from related 

products  

As mentioned earlier, related products are those that have a similarity value between 0.5 and 0.7. From 

Table 11, these are the products highlighted in red. Next, product specification documents of the reference 

and related products are used to group features under the commonly defined heading of Body, Display, 

Platform, Memory, Camera, Sound, Connections, Additional features, Battery. In order to find the unique 

features from related products that do not exist in the reference product, NFF computes the relative 

complement of the features of the reference product and those of related products using Eq.2. Figure 13 

outlines this process in a smaller scale for a mobile phone (reference product) and a camera (related 

product). The blue circle represents features of a mobile phone while the orange circle describes features 

of a camera. The intersection of these two circles involves the common features in these products. Those 

features highlighted in red are considered as unique features in the camera that can be drifted into the mobile 

phone.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Table 12 represents the unique features from related products that can be drifted to the reference product. 

The extracted features are grouped based on their association to the features in a mobile phone. The table 

includes proposed features, their attributes along with their possible values and the product from where they 

come. The product designers can use such analysis to select those features that they find novel and suitable 

for them to be introduced in the next version of the product. Drifting unique features/attributes from related 

products to reference product can result in introducing revolutionary type of newness or feature drift in the 

next version of the product that can beat their competitors in the market. 
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Figure 13 - Relative complement of features between a mobile phone and a digital camera  



Table 12 - Unique features extracted from related products 

FEATURE ATTRIBUTE VALUE SOURCE PRODUCT 
D

is
p

la
y
 3D capable 

- TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) 

Viewing angle 
178 (H), 178(V) TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) 

C
o

n
n

ec
ti

o
n

s 

Component 
- TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) 

Composite 
- TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) 

Digital audio 
- TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) 

Ethernet 
- TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) 

HDMI 

- TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) Camera (Nikon 

D800), Laptop (Alienware 

M14x R2) 

Line in 
- TV (Panasonic VIERA 

ST50A) 

C
a

m
er

a
 

Optical sensor - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Sensor dust reduction - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Anti-dust coating - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Self- cleaning sensor 

unit 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

AE/AF Control 

3D-tracking AF, Auto-area AF, 

Dynamic-area AF, Face-priority AF, 

Subject-tracking AF 

Camera (Nikon D800) 

Exposure Metering 
3D color matrix III, Center-weighted, 

Spot 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Exposure Modes 
Aperture-priority, Automatic, Bulb, 

Manual, Shutter-priority 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Special Effects 

Black & White, Blue, Miniature, 

Monochrome,  Neutral, Portrait, Red,  

Selective Colour, Sepia, Skylight Filter, 

Soft, Vivid, Colour outline, Warm 

Camera (Nikon D800) 



Filter, Colour sketch, Cross Screen, 

Cyanotype, Fisheye, Green, Image 

Overlay, Landscape, Autumn Leaves, 

Night Scene, Pop Colour, 

Pasteurization, Retro, Sunset, Clear, 

Toy camera, partial colour, Deep, HDR 

Painting, Light 

White Balance Preset 

2500K - 10000K, Cloudy, Flash, 

Fluorescent, Incandescent, Shade, 

Sunlight 

Camera (Nikon D800) 

24p Cinema Mode - Camera (Nikon D800) 

NR Slow Shutter - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Quick AF Full HD 

movie recording 
- Camera (Nikon D800) 

Quick AF Live View - Camera (Nikon D800) 

RGB primary color 

filter 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Shade Correction - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Smart Teleconverter - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Smile Detection Auto 

Shutter 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Smile Detection 

technology 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Translucent Mirror 

technology 
- Camera (Nikon D800) 

Automatic display 

brightness adjustment 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Date/time stamp - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Depth-of-field preview 

button 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Digital noise reduction - Camera (Nikon D800) 

Active D-Lighting 

technology 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Advanced Scene 

Recognition System 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 



In-camera movie 

editing 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

In-camera red-eye 

removal 
- Camera (Nikon D800) 

Takes photos while 

movie recording 

- 
Camera (Nikon D800) 

Time-Lapse recording - Camera (Nikon D800) 

M
e
m

o
ry

 

Slots Quantity 2 
Camera (Nikon D800), Laptop 

(Alienware M14x R2) 

A
d

d
it

io
n

a
l 

F
ea

tu
re

s 

Radio - 
Music Player (SanDisk Sansa 

Clip Zip) 

Printing Technology - 
Printer (HP Officejet Pro 

X576dw Multifunction) 

Fax Technology - 
Printer (HP Officejet Pro 

X576dw Multifunction) 

Copying Technology - 
Printer (HP Officejet Pro 

X576dw Multifunction) 

 

Scenario 2 – Identifying novel features/attributes to be drifted to the reference product from similar 

products 

As the similarity value for tablet exceeds our pre-defined threshold of 0.7, NFF considers it as a similar 

product to the reference product. Being similar products mean the products have the same features/attributes 

and hence the possibility of finding new features/attributes that can be drifting from tablet to the mobile 

phone is less. Therefore, the search for uniqueness has been done further down at the level of values rather 

than at features and/or attributes. In other words, NFF ascertains the non-common values for the 

feature/attributes by computing the relative complement between values of reference product and similar 

products. Table 13 represents the values of features/attributes of the reference and similar products. Based 

on these, the designer can decide on which values to drift for the current features/attribute in the reference 

product. This will result in having an evolutionary type of newness or concept drift.  

 

 



 

Table 13 – Non-common specifications of similar products comparing to the reference product 

Feature Attribute 

Reference product 

values 
Value in the source product 

Samsung Galaxy S III ASUS Google Nexus 

7 

Samsung Google 

Nexus 10 

iPad (4th 

generation) 

Display 

Type 

Super AMOLED 

capacitive 

touchscreen 

LED-backlit IPS 

LCD capacitive 

touchscreen 

Super PLS TFT 

capacitive 

touchscreen 

LED-backlit 

Multi-Touch 

display with 

IPS technology 

Size 4.8 inches 7.0 inches 10.1 inches 9.7 inches 

Resolution 720 x 1280 pixels 800 x 1280 pixels 
2560 x 1600 

pixels 

2048 x 1536 

pixels 

Platform CPU 

Quad-core 1.4 GHz 

Cortex-A9 

Quad-core 1.2 GHz 

Cortex-A9 

Dual-core 1.7 

GHz Cortex-A15 

Dual-core A6X 

with quad-core 

graphics 

Camera Resolution 8 MP 1.2 MP 5 MP 5 MP 

 

Scenario 3 – Identifying novel features/attributes to be drifted to the reference product from interested 

products 

In this scenario, we consider that the product designer wants to analyse features to be added to the reference 

product from an interested product. Fitness watch is selected as an interested product that is under the 

category of apparel and accessories. Polar RCX5 and Garmin Forerunner 610 are selected as the interested 

models, which were released in 2013 from the interested product category. Product specifications 

documents for these two types of fitness watches are collected and by computing relative complement 

between features of reference product and fitness watch; non-common features, which can be drifted to the 

reference product, are identified as shown in Table 14. In other words, the ability for the mobile phone to 

monitor heart rate and also being water resistant are identified as features that are unique to the reference 

product and can be drifted into its next version. Drifting such features from products of other categories can 

result in introducing a revolutionary type of newness or feature drift that brings creativity to the reference 

products.  

 

 



Table 14 – Comparing features of reference products and interested products 

 Reference product Interested product 

Features Samsung Galaxy S III Polar RCX5 Garmin Forerunner 610 

Display √ √ √ 

Battery √ √ √ 

Memory √ √ √ 

GPS √ √ √ 

Heart rate monitoring - √ √ 

Water resistance - √ - 

How can the product designers use the features/attributes and their values proposed from NFF? 

Once the NFF module of FEATURE proposes the novel features/attributes and values that can be given 

drifted in the reference product’s next iteration then they can investigate it further in the next stages of NPD. 

To drift such proposed features may require product designers to either change the design or the shape of 

the current product or make improvements to it internally keeping the product design intact. For example, 

Apple watch series 1 provides functionality to users in measuring their heart rate as shown in Figure 14(a). 

Users can see this information on their iPhone (example iPhone6s) that is paired with the apple watch 

through Bluetooth technology as shown in Figure 14(b). However, this functionality to check their heart 

rate is only available to iPhone users who have an apple watch paired with their iPhone.  

 

 

 (A) 

 

 (B) 

 

(C) 

Figure 14 – Heart rate monitoring in Apple watch (A), Health app in iphone6s (B), sensors on Apple 

watch to measure the heart rate (C) 



As can be seen from Table 13, NFF recommends to the product designers of drifting the feature of adding 

Heart rate monitoring to the next iteration of the reference product, which is the mobile phone. However, 

to provide such a feature the product designers may have to change the design of the shape of their existing 

product. This is because, as shown in Figure 14(c) apple watch measures a human’s heart rate by using 

sensors that are at the backside of the watch and when those sensors are in touch with the human’s skin. 

So, to drift such a feature to the iPhone6s, product designers may have to develop sensors on the phone 

which can measure a human’s heart rate when they are in touch with the human skin which may require the 

product designers to develop a new product design.  

Another example of how product designers can drift new features into the reference product without having 

the need to change the product design or the shape is enabling mobile phones with the scanning capability. 

In 2015, the feature of scanning was drifted to mobile phones but this did not require the product designers 

to change the design and shape of the mobile phone. Rather it was achieved by updating the operating 

system of the phone and using the existing camera.  

Therefore, the product designers can use the novel features/attributes and their values recommended to be 

drifted and investigate further in the product concept phase of how to drift them in the product’s next 

iteration. This is not in the scope of NFF that just focusses on recommending these novel features/attributes 

and their values be drifted. 

7- Evaluation 

Determining the effectiveness of ideation is one of the ultimate goals in almost all studies of design ideation. 

In the literature, [50] defines four metrics to measure the different aspects of ideation effectiveness. The 

first metric is Novelty. It stands for the degree to which the new idea is distinct from existing ones. The 

next metric is Variety, which measures how different two ideas are from each other. The third metric is 

Quality that evaluates the technical feasibility and performance of the design alternative against given 

constraints. Quantity is the fourth metric that represents the number of ideas that a designer submits in the 

idea generation process.  

In order to measure these metrics and in turn the effectiveness of ideation, one requires several 

predetermined functions and taxonomy as the base principles for comparing and grading the generated 

ideas. In the case where the design process is starting from a blank sheet as is being done in NFF phase of 

FEATURE without any ideas for the functions that need to be integrated into the next version of a product, 

such metrics cannot be used as the criteria to assess ideation performance. Additionally, since NFF proposes 

new features from other products for developing the reference product, it is probable that each generated 



idea only represents one function, which is not comparable to the other ideas regarding the variety or novelty 

of different features/functions that they are covering. Therefore, the effectiveness of the NFF module of 

FEATURE in suggesting new ideas is measured by comparing the obtained results for a mobile phone, 

which has been released in 2013, with the features of the mobile phones/apps/add-ons launched in its 

following years. In the first column of Table 15, some examples of features, which have been identified by 

NFF phase of FEATURE as the ideas that can be incorporated into the next version of our reference product, 

are presented. In the second column, the way that product designers were able to deliver these features to 

the customers namely by modifying the product or developing a new app/add-on are mentioned along with 

the product they were introduced in. The third column lists the year in which the products with the proposed 

features were launched.  

Finding the features, which have been proposed by FEATURE in this study, amongst the 

products/applications that have been launched to the market after 2013 (year of releasing the reference 

product), shows the superiority of FEATURE in proposing realistic and novel ideas. 

 

Table 15- Showing how & when the identified new features by NFF were incorporated in the next version of 

mobile phones  

Proposed feature by NFF module 

for a mobile phone released in 2013 

The way, which the feature was 

achieved in the product’s next 

iteration 

Launched year 

Optical lenses for taking clearer 

photos  

Achieved by having “external optical 

lenses add-on for smart phone” 

2016 [51] 

Optical lenses for taking clearer 

photos 

Achieved by “built-in optical lenses in 

iPhone 7 plus” 

2016 [52] 

Scanning technology to scan 

documents by using smartphone 

Achieved by having “scanning app for 

Android” 

 

2015 [53] 

Printing technology to print 

documents by using smartphone 

Achieved by having “phone gadget with 

thermal printing technology” 

 

2016 [54] 

  



8- Conclusion 

This paper presents our proposed FEATURE framework that helps product designers in idea generation 

phase of new product development to gain insights from unique features of related products that can be 

added in the next generation of a product. It differs with existing approaches in introducing the concept of 

feature drift, which suggests novel and out-of-the-box features from related products, rather than improving 

the current features from similar products. FEATURE comprises of three modules; first, it proposes unique 

features from related products. The popularity of the proposed features is detected within the customers’ 

reviews, in the second module. In the third module, the algorithm ranks the proposed features based on their 

level of innovativeness or according to their profitability considering the risk attitude of the product 

designers.  

In this study, in addition to introducing FEATURE, the applicability of its first module namely New Feature 

Finder, has been tested by taking a mobile phone as the reference product. NFF starts by defining the 

reference product’s category and determining other products in its category. In order to find the related 

products to a reference product, NFF generates a Word Cloud of the products under analysis and extracts 

their features. Once features with the same meaning but different terminologies are categorized in the same 

clusters, NFF computes the similarity value between the reference product and each of the considered 

products. After that, those products, which their similarity value is between the two pre-defined thresholds, 

are considered for further analysis as related products. However, the designers can add more products for 

analysing at this stage as the interested products.  Finally, the unique features are found through computing 

the relative complement of reference product’s features and those of related and interested ones. The 

designer will then decide on the proposed features for adding them in the next version of the product. We 

show the superiority of FEATURE in proposing realistic and novel ideas by finding the features, which 

have been proposed by its first module in this study, amongst the products/applications that have been 

launched to the market after 2013 (year of releasing the reference product). 

The uniqueness of FEATURE is to provide a broader range of ideas in the ideation phase of new product 

development by considering the features from related products where the design process starts from a blank 

sheet. It not only takes into account the voice of customers but also different decision criteria of the 

designers while developing the next version of a product. Hence, it is assisting in the ideation phase of new 

product development, the feasibility and technical decisions on these features yet to be made in later steps 

of this process (e.g. introducing them as software features or hardware ones in the next version). In our 

future work, we will detect the popularity of the proposed features by NFF amongst customer through 

analysing product reviews in the second phase of FEATURE and propose a decision making approach in 



the third phase that assists product developers to take a decisions of which features to consider further in 

the next phases of NPD.  
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